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ing. While the gas producer Is in full operation the coal should
not be allowed to fall below the lowest point in the evaporator.
The top layer of coal should never be incandescent, this point
be watched through the mica -window which is provided for that
purpose at the top of the hopper. Previous to stopping the engine,
h.O'wever, the fire in the producer should be burnt down so as to
leave only a moderate quantity of coal in the producer, sufficient
to start up quickly again when required. How frequently the fire
will ha Ye to be cleaned will depend upon the quality and amount
of the fuel used ; speaking generally twice a day will be sufficient,
once In the morning "before starting and once at midday, if a stop-
page Is made then. Should it be necessary to stir up the fire whilst
the engine is at vork this can be done through a hole in tlie ash
door "by means of a poker. If it is necessary to take out the clinker
whilst the engine is at vork, this should be done very quickly so as
tx> allow as little air as possible to enter the gas producer, lor should
an excess of air be allowed to enter,, the gas would "be of Inferior
quality. It is advisable as far as possible to leave the gas producer
alone whilst the engine is at work, except for the occasional charges
of coal which it requires. The gas producer should be cleaned out
entirely about once a week and the clinker chipped off the firebrick
lining of the producer if necessary. The producer should never
"be cleaned directly after the fine is rated out, but should be slowed
to cool down gradually, otherwise the firebrick lining will probably
crack through" the rapid change la temperature.
6. Hydraulic Box.—The surplus from the coke scrubber is led
into the hydraulic bos W by means of the pipe I>. This water
forms at the same time a water seal for the pipe wMeii connects
•with the separator mentioned abo^e. The box W should be cleaned
out every few weeks so as to keep it clear of the accumulated ash
and small particles of coal which mil come over "with the gas.
Special attention should be paid to the pipe I> to see that no foreign
matter settles in it. When the engine is at work the surface of the
water in the hydraulic box will b© in constant movement; the
mo vemeat, which should be a slight one, will vary with the amount
of gas drawn away by the engine. An overflow pipe X is provided
to run the water away from this box to a drain, or as may be
arranged.
'7. Coke Scrubber.—The coke scrubber is provided to remove
from the gas all its impurities and at the same time to cool it. When
the apparatus lias been erected the inside of the scrubber should
be.. thoroughly cleaned and the grating put in through the upper
manhole. The scruWber should then be filled with well washed
foundry coke, the siz« being not lass than about 1 in. (25 mm,).
The bottom layer of coke for a depth of about 8 in. (€• 2 m.) should
consist of. pieces which are under any circumstances so large thai*
tiiey "wiM not fall through the grating. The scrubber can them be

